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Introduction 
 

Monitoring of the occupancy of artificial nesting platforms for White Storks, installed during the 

project on electricity poles (Actions C.1 and C.2) and on roofs of buildings (Action C.3), is part 

of the projects’ Action E.5 – Monitoring of the project achievements. 

Since these concrete management actions of the project are likely to have the most immediate 

positive effect on breeding White Storks, it is important to follow how effective these measures 

are, and possibly to adjust the implementation of these actions accordingly in order to maximise 

the positive impact of nest management. 

 

Monitoring of platform occupancy in 2010 

Installation of artificial nesting platforms both on overhead electricity poles and on roofs of 

buildings started after the breeding season of 2009, i.e. during the non-breeding season of 2009–

2010, therefore first monitoring of occupancy of installed platforms was carried out during the 

breeding season of 2010. Since this coincided with the second season of the White Stork nest 

inventory, carried out also by the Institute of Ecology, occupancy of the majority of the newly 

erected nesting platforms was recorded during the nest inventory. Nesting platforms not visited 

during the inventory fieldworks were visited separately, while occupancy of some nesting 

platforms, installed on roofs of buildings, was double-checked by contacting the owners of 

buildings. 

In total, before the start of the White Stork breeding season in 2010, 480 artificial nesting 

platforms were installed instead of White Stork nests in eastern Lithuania (Action C.1) and 241 

nesting platforms – in western Lithuania (Action C.2). Approximate locations of these nesting 

platforms are presented on the map in Fig. 1 (blue dots). Installation of artificial wooden nesting 

platforms on roofs of buildings (Action C.3) before the breeding season of 2010 was carried out 

mainly in the eastern and southern part of Lithuania (Fig. 1, red dots). In total, 106 artificial 

nesting platforms on roofs were surveyed for their occupancy during the breeding season of 

2010. It must be noted, however, that approximately half of these platforms were installed in 

place of  abandoned deteriorating nests of White Storks already in April, which is already 

considered a breeding period. Nests replaced during this period had been abandoned by White 

Storks for several years, therefore installation of these platforms in no way interfered with 

breeding birds. However, occupancy of such nesting platforms during the very first season was 

highly unlikely, which was clearly reflected in the monitoring results presented below. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of artificial nesting platforms on roofs of buildings (red dots) and on 

overhead electricity poles (blue dots) installed before the breeding season of 2010. 

 

Platforms on overhead electricity poles 

Observations of nesting platforms installed on overhead electricity poles revealed a very high 

occupancy rate – out of 721 inspected nesting platforms, 630 contained White Stork nests, i.e. 

occupancy rate of artificial nesting platforms on overhead electricity poles exceeded 87%, which 

corresponds well with the occupancy rate, expected during the project preparation (Figs 2–6). 

Furthermore, some nesting platforms were visited by birds for various periods during the 

breeding season (according to information provided by local people), but no nests were built 

(Fig. 7). Unoccupied platforms on overhead electricity poles (Figs 8–9) were all installed 

correctly, therefore it is likely that they will be occupied by breeding birds in subsequent 

breeding seasons. Such a high occupancy rate of artificial nesting platforms on overhead 

electricity poles may be explained by the fact that all these platforms were installed in place of 

relatively new, occupied (during the previous breeding season) nests, therefore returning White 

Storks, which are characterised by high nest-site fidelity, readily occupied the artificial breeding 

platforms in place of their former nest. Considering such a high platform occupancy rate, 

installation of artificial nesting platforms for White Storks on overhead electricity poles for the 

remainder of the project should follow the same strategy – occupied nests should be removed 

during the non-breeding season and artificial nesting platforms installed in their place. 
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Platforms on roofs of buildings 

Situation with artificial breeding platforms on roofs of buildings was conspicuously different. 

Occupancy rate of these nesting platforms was rather poor – only ca. 30% during the first 

breeding season after installation, including platforms that were occupied by birds throughout the 

breeding season but did not complete a nest nor attempted breeding (Figs 10–11). However, as 

mentioned previously, approximately half of these nesting platforms were installed already at the 

very beginning of the breeding season, therefore it is not surprising that they remained 

unoccupied during the first breeding season following their installation. If these nesting 

platforms are excluded from occupancy estimation, the occupancy rate of earlier installed 

platforms reaches almost 50%. This is still low, but may again be partly explained by the fact 

that the replaced nests were mostly of very poor condition and had been abandoned for several 

years, therefore it may take more than one breeding season for birds to reoccupy formerly 

abandoned nest sites. Nevertheless, considering such a low occupancy rate of nesting platforms 

installed on roofs, it is suggested that until the next breeding season (2011) no currently occupied 

nests on roofs are replaced by artificial nesting platforms. Such platforms should be installed 

either in place of abandoned nests (abandoned for at least two previous breeding seasons) or in 

addition to the currently occupied White Stork nests of poor condition. Further platform 

installation strategy on roofs will be reassessed after the monitoring of platform occupancy 

during the breeding season of 2011.  
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Fig. 2. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 

 
Fig. 3. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 
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Fig. 4. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 

 
Fig. 5. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 
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Fig. 6. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 

 
Fig. 7. Occupied White Stork nesting platform (no nest yet) on an electricity pole, recorded 

during the monitoring. 
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Fig. 8. Unoccupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 

 
Fig. 9. Unoccupied White Stork nesting platform on an electricity pole, recorded during the 

monitoring. 
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Fig. 10. Occupied White Stork nesting platform on the roof of a building, recorded during the 

monitoring. 

 
Fig. 11. Unoccupied White Stork nesting platform on the roof of a building, recorded during the 

monitoring. 


